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Coloring Has Never Been This Funny Before! What do you get when you cross a joke book, and a

coloring book? Easy, try my animal pun book and you will find out! This book is filled cover to cover

with hilarious animal jokes andÂ puns that will have you quacking up! My beautiful animal drawings

will Toadally blow your mind! It's double the funÂ in one purchase. These pages include...  Hilarious

jokes and puns! Humorous animal drawings! Detailed lines, specializing in stress relief. An all

around lighthearted experience.  This is so much more than a coloring book! This is a stress

relieving, gut busting, laugh riot.Â Don&#39;t debate any longer, buy my book and start a trend with

Animal Puns: An adult coloring book by Trendi Mindi! Here at Trendi Mindi we hope that our books

can help people with stress relief. Our adult coloring books are meant to be used to help relieve

stress and we have thousands of satisfied adult coloring books fans. The designs we use are meant

to be free flowing, peaceful, and serene. You have to see the coloring pages to really understand.

Our  reviews are a testament to our success as a company, we seek out the top reviewers of adult

coloring books to be product testers. The responses we have gotten has been overwhelmingly

positive. Take a look at any of our books and the top review is typically written by a top 500

reviewer. We love that we can get rave reviews from even the toughest critics, because that shows

the casual customer that we are producing a quality product. Many of these reviewers talk about the

beauty of our products, others mention our books stress relieving capabilities. Stress relief is the

name of the game with coloring books. We stride everyday to make our books more relaxing than

the rest. That is why we rank among adult coloring books best sellers.
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This adult coloring book is so cute, filled with funny animal puns-some are so silly, they are sure to

make you smile. The pictures do take some time to color, most of them are very intricate! There are

35 pages, and the pages are 8.5" x 11". I received this book free in exchange for my honest review,

and it's one that I enjoy coloring, and my kids have colored pages of it as well. It is hard to tear the

pictures out, so I will share an awesome tip, that was shared with me-it works!. (ignore the jagged

dog picture, my daughter couldn't wait and tore it out)."You mentioned in your review about tearing

out the pages. That used to drive me crazy...trying to tear a page out cleanly. Months ago, another

reviewer made mention of an easier way to remove the pages. All you have to do is use a box

cutter/X-acto type of knife and a ruler to cut the pages out. They come out perfectly 99.9% of the

time.Hope this helps.kanter"

This book is STUPID cute!My sister LOVES puns! And LOVES animals. She saw me with this book

and stole it from me!The pages are extremely professional and cute, You can tell the artist put a lot

into making them look great, and the quality is excellent. Some of the puns are a little inappropriate.

SO you may not want to let kids see those pages, LOL ! But there are plenty of kid friendly pages in

this book too ;)THere is a great range of animals! I wasn't expecting so many great options.The

book cover is super cute!I just love this book! One of my favorite.The Paper quality is 60lb so you

can use colored pencils, Some markers, like Crayola, Or other makers *no sharpie or it will

bleedYou can also use gel pens if you are gentle. Be sure to put a page behind the one you are

coloring!

I got this for my grown autistic son and he loves it! He never was able to color in the lines with

crayons in school so I decided to try gel pens and he loved the idea. I told him not to worry about

staying in the lines but just to relax and enjoy the coloring. He loves the pictures and the fact that he

can do "art" and now when he gets nervous instead of acting out he colors.

This Book Is Awesome! I love the sense of humor in these pictures. Some are so severely detailed I

will never ever pretend I even want to color it and others just make me want to color tonight! Some

of the animals are just over-the-top adorable. All pages are printed in landscape with no perforations

one-sided



I don't think that you're ever too old to color! I ordered this animal puns adult coloring on . The

coloring book has some very fun things for you to color with a very active backgrounds to make

them pop. A lot of the things are really funny such as single and ready to flamingle and your fat!

That's very hippo critical. I tested this item using markers. I found that the colors popped with the

white background. The one thing that I disliked was the fact that the pages were maybe a little bit

too thin for markers because they bled through on to the next drawing. Overall I think that this is a

really fun coloring book I will just have to make sure that I use it with colored pencils or crayons.I

received this item at a discounted price I have received this item at a discounted price or free for my

fair and honest review. I utilize reviews myself when I purchase products so I guarantee that this

review is honest and my true feeling about the product that I have described. I only purchase

products that I truly want/need and am willing to describe in detail when I review.

I have definitely jumped on the adult coloring book bandwagon. I don't know what it is about coloring

that is just so satisfying... So I got this fun coloring book. The puns are just adorable and the entire

book is too cute. I love the style of the book and the pages are a decent weight. I will say as

someone who owns way too many adult coloring books that this one is slightly different then most of

the others that I have. This one is more of a larger print and less detailed book. I am thinking this

would be good for someone that wants to color but is unable to see very well or is unable to color

fine details. This book reminds me more of the traditional coloring books that I grew up with rather

then some of the super detailed and very thick papered ones that I have now. I am not saying that

this coloring book is not amazing, just different. The style is great, the quality is great and for the

price this is worth it.

I absolutely love this adult coloring book. I bought this for my daughter for her 12th birthday and she

is going to love it. I cannot wait to give it to her and to spend time coloring with her. This makes the

perfect gift to yourself or someone else. The drawings in here are very detailed so I know it will take

along time to color each page which is good. No one wants to rush through a coloring book. The

puns are so funny. My favorite is "Your not fat your just a little husky". This has over 30 pages to

color. The only thing that could be improved a bit would be to make the writing of the puns easier to

read. It was tough as intricate as the drawings are to see what the words said on a lot of the pages.

I am so happy with this adult coloring book purchase.I received this at a discount from

AMZreviewtrader in exchange for my honest opinion.
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